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ABSTRACT. A !«mpl(3 and raothod ja (iescribod by which oleoiron pair
enorgioH from 2x10^ cv to 1()12 can bo esiimalpil with eulhcient roliabihty Tbo luiiial 
divergonco is allowed modi filiation by the nmltiplo coulotnb Hcattmng ol’tlie nloctroii'), and tlie 
energy of ilie primary photon derived from the observed 0 ]iening, which is directly nioasiiralilp. 
TJiis method when ajijiliod to a conaidoralilo num bir of paiia obtained from ekctromagnetic 
easoadoH has boen shown to yield meaningful results. The ailvantuges and hiuitiitioiis of 
the molhod are dis^mssed.

During tho course of an investigation (Kumar, 1956; 1957-a, b; Aditya, 1959a, 
b) on the phenomena of eleetromagnetic cascades at high energies, a simple 
molhod has been used for estimating energy of electron pairs, and found to yield 
reliable results. In principle, the initial divergence of the pair and the subse
quent multiple scattering of the Lwo partners are both taken account of, so that 
the energy of the materialising photon can he derived directly from the observed 
opening of the pair. The influence of multiple scattorhig on the true opening of 
a pair has boen considered independently also by Lohrmaim (1955) who concluded 
that the observed divergence for pairs of energy >  J Bev., is essentially deter
mined by the multiple Bcattering. Koshiba et al, (1954) had also proposed to 
discuss such an influence of the multiple scattering.

Using the method of energy estimation described below, some results on the 
mean free path for trident production have been recently published (T), where a 
brief oiitlme of the method was given. In the present article we propose to dis
cuss the priii(!iple alongwith the many approximations and assumptions involved 
and enumerate the merits, demerits and limitations of the method. The reliabi
lity has already been chocked (I) by comparing the energies so estimated with 
those expected from usmg other methods.

When a photon materiahses into a negaton-positon pair, the intermediate 
angle between the two partners is a function of the energy of the photon and of the 
ratio of the shared energies. This angle is minimum when the two electrons 
share the energy equally and inoreases with the disparity of the pair, the disparity 
being defined as the ratio of the energy of the low energy electron to the energy
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of the photon. This opening of the pair may bo called its true opening and at a 
certain distance from the origin of the pair, the separation due to it be denoted 
as dj,.

I t  is well known that during passage through condensed matter, charged 
particles undergo multiple coulomb scattering the magnitude of which is a func
tion of the particle momenta. Since the true opening is usually small (~10“® 
radians for an energy~a few Bev.,) the multiple scattering is expected to lead 
almost alw ays to an increase of the true angle. For example, according to Baroni

et a? (1953) the probability that the angle is increased is'-^ where fz is the

solid angle defined by the aperture of the pair. Let us denote this increase in the 
separation of the pair by dî .

- Consequently, the observed separation is a resultant of the true opening 
dy, and the subsequent sexiaration due to scattering d̂ .. Wo shall estimate dy 
and dg in order to find their relative magnitude at various distances from the 
pair origin.

Steams (1949) has derived the root mean square value of the angle 01  ̂ between 
the electron and the direction of the photon, so that in the case of cquipartition 
of energy between the negaton and the positon, the r.m.s., value of the true 
opening angle of the pair is given as ;

ta =zi 2 —- In - 
 ̂ E mc^ ... (1)

For the electron rest mass, m — 0.5Mev., and photon energy expressed also in 
Mev., eq., (J) gives

oip':=^}0IE ... (2 )

for photons of energy from 1 Bev., to lOOBov. Folloudng similar arguments, 
Borsellino (1953) has derived the most probable value of the opening angle, 
given as

4mc^ j ... (3)

where 0  =  1  for energy equipartition and ~  1  oven when the energy of one of 
the electrons is twice than the other. Substitution for m, and for the photon 
energy in Mev., gives

'.2IE

The energy found from Stearns’ relation (eq. 2) is seen to be about five times 
that found by using Borsellino’s relation (eq.4). Since the latter gives the most 
probable value, and that in the energy region upto ~  200 Mev., the results of
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Hinterman (1954) suggest bettor accordance with Borsellino’s relation, we have 
amongst many other workers, preferred to use this relation. Thus

2  ,dni ' E ' (5)

where t is the distance measured from the pair origin, and has the same units 
as say microns.

From tho theory of multiple scattering, it is known that when two electrons 
of equal energy are mvolved, the mean relative scattering in t/A, is given as

0. / -A_)\ 
\  100 /

2 i (S)

whore âQôn denotes in degrees the mean scattering angle per 100/*, whiJe 2̂  arises
on account of the assumed equal scattering of the two electrons, 
of energy E  (in Mov.,) and equipartition as above.

înnu — —K
E j2 '

52
~E

For a photon

( T )

whore K, the scattering constant is taken — 26 for tho units of a and E mentioned 
above. In view of the approximations involved in tho method, much purpose 
is not served by takmg into account the variation of the scattering constant with 
coll size. ISo that eqs. (0) and (7), with

ds 180
 ̂ ' 7T

lead to 0.128
E

. 3̂/2

... (8)

... (9)

' wJierc d^ and are as usual in microns.
Equating dq, from eg'.(5) with from eq . (9), it is seen that the contribution 

due to sesattering is as much as that due to initial divergence at a distance of 
<-^250 [I from tho pair origin, while for all larger distances, dg predominates over 
dfj,. As an illustration lot us consuler tho combined effect of and d^ on a pah 
of 10 Bov. In figure 1 ., are plotted the curves between the expected separation 
agauist distance from origin. In addition to tho curves for the original and scat
tering corrected separations according to Borsellino’s and Stearns’ relation, 
are included two curves, one showing the contribution of multiple scattering 
alone (curve 3) and another showing the separation expected according to Bor- 
selliiio’s relation for a pair of energy 1 Bev., (curve 6 ). Tho close proximity 
of curve 6 , with the other curves for 1 0  Bev., indicates that without a suitable 
correction for scattering, the opening angle relations would lead invariably to
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ail underoHtimatioii of energy I t  is also evident, that as higher energies are 
appi oached, it makes little difference as to which one of the Borsellino’s or Stearns’

Discharge from pair origin (nun)
Fig. 1. so]uiiation toi a pair haw bocn plotted iigainRt llie disl mioo from jmir

Origin, l̂ ’or a 10 Ik)v. |mii, curvi's 1 and :i show the heparation neeording to Uie relubioriH of 
Morsellmc) and Sleaiits, >\hile nirvi' indicates Mie root inoan square value o( the seiiai'a- 
tion due to inu1ti]ile scalteinig alone, f!!unhe(|iiently, 4 and fi uio the rcspecliive modified 
curvt'ti. CuLve (i, whicli give.s lioisollino’s Heparauori for a I  l^ev., pan is nichided for 
eoinpai ison.

relation is used or may be that none of the tivo is essential, as lias been concluded 
by Lolirmann (1955). However, since no sharfi out off can be dolined above 
or below wliicli either of the two contributions duo to initial divergence or scat- 
toring may be neglected, it appears advantageous to consider at all energies 
the eonibinod cffcit of initial ilivergence and scattering, so that none of the two 
is deprived of its t]'iu\ importance at various stages of energy and distance from 
origin.

For various energies from 100 Mev., to 1 0 0 0  Bov., curves betwemi expected 
scpai’ation and distance from pair origin wore drawn in figure 1 , of (/). These 
cui’vos ean, in short, bo expressed in the form of an equation as :

... (10)
where E  is in Bov., t in mm and d in /*.

I t  had been formerly felt that in those eases, when the energy is so high as 
to allow no moasuj*emenb of the separation made within a few mm from the origin, 
the measuiemeiits made at larger distances involved uncertaiuity duo to radia
tion losses, largo single scatters and the presenee of increasing number of secondary 
phenomena. At the present stage, most of this difficulty can be overcome by 
making use of the arguments described very recently by Weill (1959), according



to whom the variation of iomsation alojig the combmod track can bo used to 
derive the separation between the two pai'tners.

The exiergies of 2 0  pairs imtiatiiig soft cascades, a number of associated pairs 
in the vicinity of a liigh energy interaction (Kumar, J95S, Aditya, 1959-c) and the 
secondary pairs of all these showers have been estimated by this method. Kesults 
in the very high region (Table 1, Aditya, 1959a) and the energy spectrum of the 
secondary electrons (figure 2 , Aditya, 1959a) install confidence in the reliability of 
the energies estimated by this method. In the energy range, where the multiple 
scattering moasuroments are meaningful, both these methods yield identical results. 
There are however two factors that may point out the inaccuracy of the assump
tions. Firstly, because of the sejiaratioii due to relative scattering having an 
r.m s., distribution, the most [ii ohablo value shall not be as much as the r.m.s., 
sepai‘ation, so ibat the inotliod would load to an overolitimation of the pair energy 
Seunidly, sim-e energy eLjuipartition has been assumed, whenever one of the elec
trons has an energy miu!li different from that of the other, the application of this 
method is likely to underestimate the enei'gy. i t  is expected that in most of 
the cases these two factors might compensate for each other hut it caimot be so 
for all pairs. That is why, for an individual x>air the method is not likely to give 
in all cases the most roxnesontative value for the energy. Tho iirobability consi
derations mentioned by Lohrmann (1955) would axijily to tho distribution of the 
jiau* separation as a result of which large discropancios have to be allowed for in 
some cases. Insjiito of these limitations, tho method has a few outstanding ad
vantages. I t  is iierliaps the most simple method and can bo applied oven to 
those events which occur in the stack under nnfavouiable geometrical condi
tions such as steeimess. Unless one needs to go very far from tho pair origin, 
which is not essential in most of the cases, the influence of l adiation losses is Iciiown 
to be small. Provided the pair separation is not du'ectly measurable in the vici
nity of the origin, it may be derived from the change of ionisation (Weill 1959).
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